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What is politics? 
 Defined 

 Politics is the process by which groups of people make decisions. 

 Left/Right 
 Equality vs. Equity 

 Authoritarian/Libertarian 
 How much personal liberty is there? 

 Why Politics Matter 
 Concentrated power leads to democide*  

(*Democide: Your government kills you) 
 Freedom = Life 

 Three Personal Political Questions 
 What do I live for? 
 What would I die for? 
 What would I kill for? 

The Politics of  Trees - KY 2011, John Giedraitis, Texas Forest Service 

Full presentation at 
www.ISATexas.com 
Municipal Group 



Where is National Politics Headed? 
The Golden Rule of Politics 

 Voters Are Gold 

Demographics Are Destiny 
The Baby Boom 

 The 78 million: I paid, I want, I will get 
The National Budget 

 In 8 years 93% of federal revenue will be spent on 
interest and entitlements (US GAO Jan. 2010) 

The Future of America 
 Your decision: Left/Right, Authoritarian/Libertarian 

 
 



How to be effective with local politics- 
Summary of the Rules 

 Bull’s-Eye Leadership 
 Understand how your organization works 

 Be the Tree Person In the Tree Unit 
 Be in a good spot in your organization 

 Serve Others Excellently 
 Serve the next layer out on the Bull’s-Eye 

 Seek Opportunity In Crisis 
 Make lemonade out of lemons 

 Link To Overarching Social Values 
 Link your issues to larger community concerns 

 



Typical City Org Chart 

City Manager 
Assistant City Manager 

Department Director 
Deputy Director 

Division Director 

Tree Manager 

Unit Supervisor 

Service Worker 

CUSTOMER 

City Council 

What is the role 
of each layer??? 

The Bull's-Eye Org Chart 

*The role of each layer is to add 
value to the next layer out. 
 

*All layers focus on the customer. 

Tree 
Board Tree 

Non-Profit 

Bull’s-Eye Leadership- Serve Others Excellently 

Full presentation at 
www.ISATexas.com 
Municipal Group KY 2011 
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Presentation Notes
DIALOG NOTES:Who serves whom?Each layers job is to add value to the service delivered by the next layer out from them.City Councils  job is to serve by developing policy by passing ordinances and resolutions.Managements job is to serve by implementing this policy by developing programs that will deliver services.Service workers job is to serve by delivering the services.This is another way to look at our organizational chart.You, the service worker, are the reason that our entire organization exists.Your bosses job is to add value to your service and your job is to provide the service.BACKGROUND NOTES:Since this concept may be new and may be hard to accept, ask if anybody has a better way to describe our city organization and its purpose and talk about their answer. In service management, the concept that management's job is to add value to the service that is given is a fundamental concept.  If a layer is not adding value to the service that is delivered, what is it doing and what is its reason for existance?





Today's Talk 

 What is politics? 
 Why do politics matter? 
 Where is national politics headed? 
 How can I be politically effective locally? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Module 4 Outline:Presentation 4.1: Scenes from a Dysfunctional Tree BoardPresentation 4.2: Leveraging Volunteers & Partnerships in Support of Urban Forestry Presentation 4.3: Relating to Tree Boards, Non-profits, and other Partners Presentation 4.4: Improving Group DynamicsPresentation 4.5: Expanding Your UCF Network Presentation 4.6: Tree Politics – this session introduced the concept of ‘tree politics’ and discusses the why urban forestry is inherently political in nature, and how participants can use that idea to their advantage.Understanding the concept to tree politics – the relationship of urban forestry and the political processes; making an opportunity out of a crisis.How to assess and understand local political structure and processes, both formal and informalThe concept of political capital – recognizing how you gain, spend, and lose itDealing with Elected Leaders – garnering support/investment for your programOptional Small Group Activity – brainstorming ways to deal with tree politicsModule 4: Working Effectively with Boards, Committees, Coalitions, & Non-ProfitsPurpose: Module 4 shifts the emphasis beyond the person and the program to the third dimension of leadership, external partnerships and relations.  This module covers ways to work more effectively with those around us to advance our urban forestry efforts.Educational Objectives: At the end of this module, participants will be able to:Identify the most effective ways to use and work with volunteers to support a municipal UF program.  Describe the role of tree committees, diverse partnerships, non-profit organizations, and well informed stakeholders in a healthy UF program.Understand what makes some groups more effective than others.  Develop strategies for improving work group effectiveness. Recognize the problems illustrated in the skit and how they impact program operations. Identify common problems that limit tree board or other group effectiveness.Understand the impact of human relations on group dynamics and effectiveness. Describe how individuals impact organizational life cycles. Describe ways to facilitate groups and teams that more effectively and efficiently impact the UF.Describe the many roles and relationships that make the MA/UF successful. Identify the characteristics that make for successful urban foresters and effective UF programs. Develop a strategy for expanding stakeholders and advocates.Identify the risks and rewards involved with policy decisions and politics in UF programs.  Gain an understanding of the various tools and techniques applicable to urban forestry problem solving.



 Politics is the process by 
which groups of people 

make decisions. 

What is Politics? 



Or  Don’t… 
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67% state revenue from gambling15% gay    18% kids under 18 about 30% in San antonioIn 1981, the United States of America became the first country to identify AIDS as a distinct condition. Since then many thousands have become infected, and by the end of 2005, more than half a million people had died of AIDS in America1 – the equivalent of the entire population of Las Vegas. There are currently more than one million people living with HIV in America2 and around a quarter of those are unaware of their infection,3 which presents a high risk of onward transmission for future partners. 



Left and Right 

Most political analysts and 
politicians divide politics into left 
wing and right wing politics, often 
also using the idea of center 
politics as a middle path of policy 
between the right and left.  
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Presentation Notes
This classification is comparatively recent and dates from the French Revolution era, when those members of the National Assembly who opposed the monarchy sat on the left, while those who supported it sat on the right.



Left/Right 
 The left wing is often linked with 

redistribution of wealth and 
resources towards the poorer or 
less successful sections of 
society and with secularism. 

 The right wing is often linked to 
moral and social conservatism, 
law and order, and religion. 

 The left wing is linked to the idea 
of social equality. 

 The Left believes in attempting to 
eradicate social inequality. 

 The right wing is more often 
linked to the idea of social equity. 

 The Right regards most social 
inequality as the result of natural 
differences that cannot be 
changed, and sees attempts to 
enforce social equality as utopian 
or authoritarian. 
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Incapable of being eradicated Share with a friend!  |  printable version  |  pdf format Ask Americans to rank the world's most influential evangelicals and the Rev. Billy Graham will lead the list.So you might assume that the world's most famous evangelist has an easy answer for this tricky political question: "What does the word 'evangelical' mean?" If you assumed this, you would be wrong. In fact, Graham once bounced that question right back at me."Actually, that's a question I'd like to ask somebody, too," he said, during a 1987 interview in his mountainside home office in Montreat, N.C. This oft-abused term has "become blurred. ... You go all the way from the extreme fundamentalists to the extreme liberals and, somewhere in between, there are the evangelicals."Wait a minute, I said. If Billy Graham doesn't know what "evangelical" means, then who does? Graham agreed that this is a problem for journalists and historians. One man's "evangelical" is another's "fundamentalist."This was true in 1976 when a Southern Baptist named Jimmy Carter shocked the press by saying he was "born again." It's just as true today, as Beltway insiders dissect those Nov. 2 exit polls saying that 23 percent of the voters in the presidential election called themselves "evangelicals" or "born again Christians."Establishment pundits agree that armies of "evangelical" voters have returned an "evangelical" president to the White House to pursue an "evangelical" agenda -- whatever that means.Long ago, Graham stressed that this term most be understood in doctrinal terms, if it is to be understood at all. He finally defined an "evangelical" as someone who believes all the doctrines in the ancient Nicene Creed. Graham stressed the centrality of the resurrection and the belief that salvation is through Jesus, alone."I think there are evangelicals in the Roman Catholic Church, and the Eastern Orthodox churches," he said.The journalism Bible basically agrees. The Associated Press Stylebook notes that "evangelical" once served as an adjective. Today it is a noun, referring to a "category of doctrinally conservative Christians. They emphasize the need for a definite, adult commitment or conversion to faith in Christ. � Evangelicals stress both doctrinal absolutes and vigorous efforts to win others to belief."The problem is trying to agree on the "doctrinal absolutes" that define evangelicals. Yet journalists must wrestle with this issue in order to grasp what happened, and what did not happen, on Nov. 2, according to pollster George Barna.A new survey by the Barna Group claims that "born again Christians" -- who cast 53 percent of the votes in this election -- backed George W. Bush by a 62 to 38 percent margin. Meanwhile, "evangelical" voters backed Bush by an 85 to 15 percent margin.What's the difference? In Barna's system, all "evangelicals" are "born again Christians," but not vice versa. In his polls, true "evangelicals" are a mere 7 percent of the voting population, while other "born again Christians" make up an addition 31 percent.The difference between these groups is crucial for those studying the politics of social issues such as abortion and same-sex marriage.For Barna, evangelicals affirm that "faith is very important in their lives today; believe they have a personal responsibility to share their religious beliefs about Christ with non-Christians; believe that Satan exists; believe that eternal salvation is possible only through grace, not works; believe that Jesus Christ lived a sinless life on earth; and describe God as the all-knowing, all-powerful, perfect deity who created the universe and still rules it today



Authoritarian political systems 
are those where individual rights 
and goals are subjugated to 
group goals, expectations and 
conformities.  
 
The most extreme authoritarians 
are totalitarians who support 
state control over all aspects of 
society. 

A libertarian 
political system is 
one in which 
individual rights 
and civil liberties 
are paramount. 

Authoritarian-Libertarian 
 

While left and right refer to different 
methods of developing an economically 
stable and just society –  
 
authoritarianism and libertarianism refer to 
the amount of individual freedom each 
person possesses in that society relative to 
the state.  

Authoritarianism 

Libertarianism 



Authoritarian 

 Socialism 
 Communism 
 Nazism 
 Fascism 
 Ba’thism 
 Islamism 
 Modern Liberalism (Progressivism) 

 

 Authoritarian political 
systems are those where 
individual rights and goals 
are subjugated to group 
goals, expectations and 
conformities. 
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29 funcitoning democracies in the world113  Pakistan3.92Authoritarian regime113  Jordan3.92Authoritarian regime115  Comoros3.90Authoritarian regime115  Morocco3.90Authoritarian regime115  Egypt3.90Authoritarian regime118  Rwanda3.82Authoritarian regime119  Burkina Faso3.72Authoritarian regime120  Kazakhstan3.62Authoritarian regime121  Sierra Leone3.57Authoritarian regime122  Niger3.54Authoritarian regime123  Bahrain3.53Authoritarian regime124  Cuba3.52Authoritarian regime124  Nigeria3.52Authoritarian regime126  Nepal3.42Authoritarian regime127  Côte d'Ivoire3.38Authoritarian regime128  Belarus3.34Authoritarian regime129  Azerbaijan3.31Authoritarian regime130  Cameroon3.27Authoritarian regime131  Congo3.19Authoritarian regime132  Algeria3.17Authoritarian regime133  Mauritania3.12Authoritarian regime134  Kuwait3.09Authoritarian regime135  Afghanistan3.06Authoritarian regime135  Tunisia3.06Authoritarian regime137  Yemen2.98Authoritarian regime138  People's Republic of China2.97Authoritarian regime139  Swaziland2.93Authoritarian regime139  Iran2.93Authoritarian regime141  Sudan2.90Authoritarian regime142  Qatar2.78Authoritarian regime143  Oman2.77Authoritarian regime144  Democratic Republic of the Congo2.76Authoritarian regime145  Vietnam2.75Authoritarian regime146  Gabon2.72Authoritarian regime147  Bhutan2.62Authoritarian regime147  Zimbabwe2.62Authoritarian regime149  Tajikistan2.45Authoritarian regime150  United Arab Emirates2.42Authoritarian regime151  Angola2.41Authoritarian regime152  Djibouti2.37Authoritarian regime153  Syria2.36Authoritarian regime154  Eritrea2.31Authoritarian regime155  Laos2.10Authoritarian regime156  Equatorial Guinea2.09Authoritarian regime157  Guinea2.02Authoritarian regime158  Guinea-Bissau2.00Authoritarian regime159  Saudi Arabia1.92Authoritarian regime160  Uzbekistan1.85Authoritarian regime161  Libya1.84Authoritarian regime162  Turkmenistan1.83Authoritarian regime163  Myanmar1.77Authoritarian regime164  Togo1.75Authoritarian regime165  Chad1.65Authoritarian regime166  Central African Republic1.61Authoritarian regime167  North Korea1.03Authoritarian regime



Totalitarianism 

 Mussolini… “for the Fascist everything is 
within the state and there exists nothing 
human or spiritual ... outside the state.”  
 

 Totalitarianism is state regulation of 
nearly every aspect of public and private 
behavior. 



PRC Chinese Constitution 

Article 9. Natural resources 
 All mineral resources, waters, forests, 

mountains, grasslands, unreclaimed land, 
beaches, and other natural resources are 
owned by the state... 

 
Article 10. Ownership of land 
 Land in cities is owned by the state. 



Location Dates Est. Deaths 
Cambodia 1975–1979 2,035,000 
China (KMT) 1928–1949 10,075,000 
China (PRC) 1949–1987 77,277,000 
China (Mao Soviets) 1923–1949 3,465,000 
Colonialism 1900–Independence 50,000,000 
Congo Free State 1885–1908 10,000,000 

Germany 1933–1945 20,946,000 
Japan 1936–1945 5,964,000 
Pakistan 1958–1987 1,503,000 
Poland 1945–1948 1,585,000 
Mexico 1900–1920 1,417,000 
North Korea 1948–1987 1,563,000 
Russia 1900–1917 1,066,000 
Turkey 1909–1918 1,883,000 
Vietnam 1945–1987 1,670,000 
Yugoslavia (Tito) 1944–1987 1,072,000 
U.S.S.R. 1917–1987 61,911,000 

Democide is any murder 
by government--by 

officials acting under the 
authority of government. 
(Excludes battle deaths) 

Democide 

Authoritarianism 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The ordinary meaning is murder by government of people due to their national, ethnic, racial, or religious group membership. The murder of any person or people by a government, including genocide, politicide, and mass murder". For example, government-sponsored killings for political reasons would be considered democide. Democide can also include deaths arising from "intentionally or knowingly reckless and depraved disregard for life"; this brings into account many deaths arising through various neglects and abuses, such as forced mass starvation. Rummel explicitly excludes battle deaths in his definition. Capital punishment, actions taken against armed civilians during mob action or riot, and the deaths of noncombatants killed during attacks on military targets so long as the primary target is military, are not considered democide 



Location Dates Est. Deaths 
Cambodia 1975–1979 2,035,000 
China (KMT) 1928–1949 10,075,000 
China (PRC) 1949–1987 77,277,000 
China (Mao Soviets) 1923–1949 3,465,000 
Colonialism 1900–Independence 50,000,000 
Congo Free State 1885–1908 10,000,000 

Germany 1933–1945 20,946,000 
Japan 1936–1945 5,964,000 
Pakistan 1958–1987 1,503,000 
Poland 1945–1948 1,585,000 
Mexico 1900–1920 1,417,000 
North Korea 1948–1987 1,563,000 
Russia 1900–1917 1,066,000 
Turkey 1909–1918 1,883,000 
Vietnam 1945–1987 1,670,000 
Yugoslavia (Tito) 1944–1987 1,072,000 
U.S.S.R. 1917–1987 61,911,000 

Total estimated 
death toll from 
government 

murder in the 
20th Century = 

262 million 
 

6x the number 
killed in wars 

Democide 

Authoritarianism 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The ordinary meaning is murder by government of people due to their national, ethnic, racial, or religious group membership. The murder of any person or people by a government, including genocide, politicide, and mass murder". For example, government-sponsored killings for political reasons would be considered democide. Democide can also include deaths arising from "intentionally or knowingly reckless and depraved disregard for life"; this brings into account many deaths arising through various neglects and abuses, such as forced mass starvation. Rummel explicitly excludes battle deaths in his definition. Capital punishment, actions taken against armed civilians during mob action or riot, and the deaths of noncombatants killed during attacks on military targets so long as the primary target is military, are not considered democide Colonialism: It is essentially a system of direct political, economic and cultural intervention by a powerful country in a weaker one. Though the word colonialism is often used interchangeably with imperialism, the latter is sometimes used more broadly as it covers control exercised informally (via influence) as well as formal military control or economic leverage.The term colonialism may also be used to refer to a set of beliefs used to legitimize or promote this system. Colonialism was often based on the ethnocentric belief that the morals and values of the colonizer were superior to those of the colonized; some observers link such beliefs to racism and pseudo-scientific theories dating to the 18th and 19th centuries. In the western world, this led to a form of proto-social Darwinism that placed white people at the top of the animal kingdom, "naturally" in charge of dominating non-European indigenous populations.



Does Politics Matter? 

R.J. Rummel  
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Just to give perspective on this incredible murder by government, if all these bodies were laid head to toe, with the average height being 5', then they would circle the earth ten times. Also, this democide murdered 6 times more people than died in combat in all the foreign and internal wars of the century. Finally, given popular estimates of the dead in a major nuclear war, this total democide is as though such a war did occur, but with its dead spread over a century. 













1980’s - S&L Crisis 
Bailout of $150 Billion  

1,000 banks closed 
3,000 bankers convicted 

 
2000’s Banking Crisis? 





"The more power a regime has, the more 
likely people will be killed. This is a major 

reason for promoting freedom.  
Concentrated political power is the most 

dangerous thing on earth."  

Democracy is the form of government least 
likely to kill its citizens and democracies 

do not (or virtually never) wage war 
against each other.  

R.J. Rummel  

Do Politics Matter? 



What Are My Personal Politics? 

What do I live for? 
What would I die for? 
What would I kill for? 



What is politics? 
Defined 
Left/Right 
Authoritarian/Libertarian 
Why Politics Matter 
Concentrated Power leads to democide 
Freedom = Life 

Three Personal Political Questions 
 



National Politics 

 Where are we now, 
and where are we headed?  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
in order to form a more perfect Union,(states can unite)establish justice, (the law must be fair, unbiased, and logical)insure domestic tranquility, (provide order in society)provide for the common defense, (a basic system of defense against enemies of the state )promote the general welfare, (provide services and regulations that are for the public good) and secure the blessings of liberty to ourselves and our posterity, (ideals of individual freedom and liberty)



The Golden Rule of Politics 

Those Who Have The Gold Rule 



Follow the Money: 
Our National Budget 



Federal Tax Receipts 



Federal 
Spending 

Federal 
Deficit 

http://research.stlouisfed.org/fred2/graph/?s[1][id]=FYONET�
http://research.stlouisfed.org/fred2/graph/?s[1][id]=FYFSD�


…by 2020, $.93 
of every $1.00 

of federal 
revenue will be 

spent on 
entitlements 

and interest… 



US Housing Starts 

http://research.stlouisfed.org/fred2/graph/?s[1][id]=HOUST�


National Politics 

Demographics Are Destiny 



Total fertility rates for the US 



Age Distribution of the U.S. Population, by Sex: 1950 
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Age Distribution of  the U.S. Population, by Sex: 1950 to 2050 





Kathleen Casey-Kirschling  





Our Nations Future 

What’s next? 



Raise Taxes and Spend Cut Taxes and Spend 



Where is National Politics Headed? 

The Golden Rule of Politics 
Voters Are Gold 

Demographics Are Destiny 
The Baby Boom 
The National Budget 
The Future of America 

 
 

 



Closer to Home - Local Politics: 
Where Does Urban Forestry Fit? 

 

 
 



 Politics is the 
process by which 
groups of people 
make decisions. 

What is Politics? 



The Politics of Trees 

CRIME 

RE-ELECTION 

RACIAL TENSIONS 
HEALTH CARE 

AGEING INFRASTRUCTURE 

CLEAN WATER 

TRASH LIBRARIES 

ENDANGERED SPECIES 

POT HOLES 

ANTI-GOVERNMENT MOOD 

ZONING 

UNIONS 
TAXES 

trees 

Funding for trees is in competition with funding for all other public issues 

* FACT:  3/10ths of 1% of the average 
total U. S. municipal budget is allocated 
to tree management. 

* Municipal Tree Management in the United States, 1994, International Society of Arboriculture 

Voter Apathy 

Re-election 

Terrorism 

HOPE 
Change 



Local Politics 
Success Rule #1 

Bull’s-Eye Leadership: 
     Know the System –  

Work the System 





http://stevenspoint.com/index.html�


 



 



http://www.culvercity.org/residents.asp�


Local Politics 
Success Rule #1 

Bull’s-Eye Leadership: 
     Know the System –  

Work the System 



Local Politics 
Success Rule #2 

  Have the Tree Person 
Be In the Tree Unit in 
Parks or Public Works 



Criteria that relates to a quality city tree program 

Yes-No Criteria 
Systematic management 
Responsible for street trees 
Aware of Federal aid 
Records kept 
Records computerized  
Official trees by block  
Small tree trend 
Maintain a nursery 
City tree ordinance 
Preservation ordinance 
Monitor pests  
Emergency plan in place 
Participate in research 

Numerical or Percent Criteria 
Number of full time employees 
Trees planted in last year 
Tree budget as percent of city budget 
Dollar per tree budget 
Percent response to budget per tree 
Number of trees maintained per 
employee 
Dollar per capita for tree care 

Where Does UF Fit? 

Kielbaso and Giedraitis 

 Compare these criteria with - 
 1. Title of Tree Manager 
 2. Location of Tree Care Unit in the Organization 



 Top ranked titles were –  
 Forester/Arborist 
 Forestry Foreman 
 Tree Warden 

 Then way down the list – 
 Parks Director 
 DPW Foreman 
 Landscape Architect 
 City Engineer 
 DPW Director 

 

Where Does UF Fit? 



 Top ranked organizational structure – 
 “Forestry/Trees Unit” – within Parks or 

Public Works 
 Then way down the list 

 DPW 
 Streets 
 Parks 
 Tree Commission 
 Streets/DPW 
 Parks/DPW 

 

Where Does UF Fit? 



Local Politics 
Success Rule #2 

  Be the Tree Person In 
the Tree Unit in Parks 

or Public Works 



Local Politics 
Rule #3 

Serve Others 
Excellently 



 It is better to give than to receive.  
   Acts  20:35 

 He came to serve, not to be served.  
   Mat 20:28 

 You ‘gotta serve somebody.  
   Bob Dylan, Slow Train Coming  
 

3. Serve Others Excellently 



 What is the public’s perception of 
government service and workers? 

3. Serve Others Excellently 
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Simplified org chart



 



City of Austin Org Chart 

City Manager 
Assistant City Manager 

Department Director 
Deputy Director 

Division Director 

Tree  Manager 

Unit Supervisor 

Service Worker 

CUSTOMER 

City Council 

The Bull's-Eye Org Chart 

Tree 
Board Tree 

Non-Profit 

Practice Bull’s-Eye Leadership 
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DIALOG NOTES:Who serves whom?Each layers job is to add value to the service delivered by the next layer out from them.City Councils  job is to serve by developing policy by passing ordinances and resolutions.Managements job is to serve by implementing this policy by developing programs that will deliver services.Service workers job is to serve by delivering the services.This is another way to look at our organizational chart.You, the service worker, are the reason that our entire organization exists.Your bosses job is to add value to your service and your job is to provide the service.BACKGROUND NOTES:Since this concept may be new and may be hard to accept, ask if anybody has a better way to describe our city organization and its purpose and talk about their answer. In service management, the concept that management's job is to add value to the service that is given is a fundamental concept.  If a layer is not adding value to the service that is delivered, what is it doing and what is its reason for existance?



City of Austin Org Chart 

City Manager 
Assistant City Manager 

Department Director 
Deputy Director 

Division Director 

Tree Manager 

Unit Supervisor 

Service Worker 

CUSTOMER 

City Council 

What is the role 
of each layer??? 

The Bull's-Eye Org Chart 

*The role of each layer is to add 
value to the next layer out. 
 

*All layers focus on the customer. 

Tree 
Board Tree 

Non-Profit 

3. Serve Others Excellently 
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DIALOG NOTES:Who serves whom?Each layers job is to add value to the service delivered by the next layer out from them.City Councils  job is to serve by developing policy by passing ordinances and resolutions.Managements job is to serve by implementing this policy by developing programs that will deliver services.Service workers job is to serve by delivering the services.This is another way to look at our organizational chart.You, the service worker, are the reason that our entire organization exists.Your bosses job is to add value to your service and your job is to provide the service.BACKGROUND NOTES:Since this concept may be new and may be hard to accept, ask if anybody has a better way to describe our city organization and its purpose and talk about their answer. In service management, the concept that management's job is to add value to the service that is given is a fundamental concept.  If a layer is not adding value to the service that is delivered, what is it doing and what is its reason for existance?



3. Serve Others Excellently 

From this… To this… 

*The role of each layer is to add value to the next layer out. 
 

*All layers focus on the customer. 
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3. Serve Others Excellently 



Local Politics 
Rule #3 

Serve Others 
Excellently 



Local Politics 
Rule #4 

Seek Opportunity  
In Crisis 



 Dutch Elm Disease 
 Oak Wilt 
 Chinese Longhorn Beetle 
 Emerald Ash Borer 
 Ice Storms 
 Tornados 
 Hurricanes 
 Local Tree Crisis’ 

4. Seek Opportunity In Crisis 



4. Seek Opportunity In Crisis 



 Trees as Infrastructure 
 

 

4. Seek Opportunity In Crisis 



Capital Improvement (Bond) Projects 

4. Seek Opportunity In Crisis 



Mitigation For Tree Loss 

They Break It, 

They Buy It! 

4. Seek Opportunity In Crisis 



Local Politics 
Rule #4 

Seek Opportunity  
In Crisis 



Local Politics 
Rule #5 

Link To Overarching 
Social Values 

i.e., Hook your issues 
to bigger issues 



 Stormwater runoff prevention 
 Air pollution credits in air quality plans 
 Energy conservation with utilities 
 Carbon Credits for tree planting 
 Unemployment and Jobs Creation 

 

5. Link To Overarching Social Values 
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Source: American Forests 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here’s the tree canopy in 1972. The red line is the Houston city limits. (Click to see 1999.  Note that it’s good to use the backspace key to go back and forth so people can see what’s happened.) Point out that most of the danger is in the northern side, where real forest loss is clearly visible, and in the central city, where the scale of this makes it difficult to see.  Suffice it say, the forest in the city is less than 30 percent. It’s interesting to see the progress that appears to be around Barker-Cypress, in the preserve there, and also in the southwest. However, those are probably Chinese Tallow, and foresters worry about that.
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Source: American Forests 



Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Port of Houston is a 25-mile-long complex of diversified public and private facilities located just a few hours' sailing time from the Gulf of Mexico. The port is ranked first in the United States in foreign waterborne commerce, second in total tonnage, and sixth in the world. Approximately 194 million tons of cargo moved through the Port of Houston in 2001. A total of 6,613 vessel calls were recorded at the Port of Houston during the year 2001. 





Urban Forest Resource Inventory 







Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Port of Houston is a 25-mile-long complex of diversified public and private facilities located just a few hours' sailing time from the Gulf of Mexico. The port is ranked first in the United States in foreign waterborne commerce, second in total tonnage, and sixth in the world. Approximately 194 million tons of cargo moved through the Port of Houston in 2001. A total of 6,613 vessel calls were recorded at the Port of Houston during the year 2001. 



Local Politics 
Rule #5 

Link To Overarching 
Social Values 

i.e., Hook your issues 
to bigger issues 



How to be effective with local politics- 
Summary of the Rules 

 Bull’s-Eye Leadership 
 Understand how your organization works 

 Be the Tree Person In the Tree Unit 
 Be in a good spot in your organization 

 Serve Others Excellently 
 Serve the next layer out on the Bull’s-Eye 

 Seek Opportunity In Crisis 
 Make lemonade out of lemons 

 Link To Overarching Social Values 
 Link your issues to larger community concerns 

 



If you are politically effective… 

CRIME 

RE-ELECTION 

RACIAL TENSIONS HEALTH CARE 

AGEING INFRASTRUCTURE 

TRASH LIBRARIES POT HOLES 

ZONING 

UNIONS 

TAXES 

TREES 

Funding for trees is in competition with funding for other public issues 

ANTI-GOVERNMENT MOOD ENDANGERED 
SPECIES 

My ex-wife’s tell-all book 

WAR ON TERROR 



…and thanks to you for 
making your city a 
better place to live, 

work and play!! 



Texas Forest Service 
Urban Forestry Program 

Helping Texans Shape Their Communities 
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